When David's life by Saul was often sought,

The second Part.

CANTUS.

John Dowland

When David's life by Saul was often sought, David's life by Saul, by Saul was often sought, And worlds of woes, worlds of woes, of woes did

(1) compasse, compasse him about, about On dire revenge he never,

(2) never had a thought, a thought But in his griefes, but in his

griefes, his griefes, his griefes, Hope still did help him out,

Hope still did help him, help him out.

---

1 Original has a barline here, with the dot on the right side
2 This part doesn’t have a repeat marked in the original
When David's life by Saul was often sought,
The second Part.

ALTUS.
John Dowland

When David's life by Saul, by Saul was often sought,

David's life by Saul was often sought, And worlds of woes did compass him, And worlds of woes did compass him about,

On dire revenge he never, never had a thought, a thought,

But in his griefes, his griefes, his griefes, Hope still did help, did help him out, But in his griefes, his griefes, Hope still did help him out.
When David's life by Saul was often sought,
The second Part.

TENOR.  John Dowland

When David's life by Saul, David's life by Saul was often sought, was
of ten sought, David's life by Saul was oft'en sought, oft'en sought, And
worlds of woes, of woes did compass him about, did
compass him about, On dire revenge, On dire revenge he
never had a thought, had a thought, he never had a thought But in his griefes,
in his griefes, but in his griefes, his griefes, but in his griefes, Hope still did
help him out, Hope still did help, did help, help him out.
When David's life by Saul was often sought,
The second Part.

BASSUS.

When David's life, David's life by Saul was often sought,

And worlds of woes, worlds of woes did compass him about,

Dire revenge he never had a thought, But in his griefes, but in his griefes,

Hope still did help, help him out.